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Abitr~ct. Resource management offers Quality.of-Service reliabiliry for time-critical continuous-mediaapplicatians. Currently, eristing resource management systems in the Intemei end ATM domain only provide means
to revrve resourcer starting with the reservation anempl and lasring for an unspecihed duration. However, for
several applications such as video conferencing, the ability ro reserve the required resources in advunce is oigrest
advantage. This paper outlines a new model for resource mervation in advmce. W e identify and discusn issues
to be resolved for allowing resource reservalion in advance. We show how the resource reservation in advance
rcheme can be embedded in a genrrvl orchitectur~a d dcsitibe the design and implementatian of a resource
managemenl System providing reservation in advance functionality.
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1. Introduction
Computer systemi used for continuous media processing must cope with streams having
data rates of several Mbitsls and must provide timely processing guarantees. For instance,
an endsystem shall synchronize audio and video streams up to agranularity of about 80 ms
[16]. Since availablesystemresources are not abundant, applications have to be 'protected'
such that they have access lo the required resources in time. Otherwise the User will notice
a glitch or drop in the presentation quality. Hence, means to manage the available system
resources are necessary.
Resource management provides a way to offer applications reliability with respect to
Qualiry-of-Service (QoS) (211. A resource management system conhols the access to
scarce system resources needed for audio and video data processing. It checks whether
additional service requests can be satisfied, and if yes, the required resources are reserved
for that application, eise, the request is rejected. Sophisticated systems will allow for a
negotiation according to the available capacities and constraints (e.g., by tariffs).
1.1. Requiremenrs of application scenarios

Today existing resource management Systems, for instance, HeiRAT [18, 191, QoS Broker
[12], Tenet [ I . 71, offer functions which only allow to reserve resources for a time inrerval
which starts with the reservation attempt and which lasts for an unspecified time.
For several application scenarios this model of immediate reservations is not appropriate. Consider, for instance, a virtual meeting room (conferencing) scenario supported by
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multimedia systems. Traditionally. a meeting will he scheduled for a specific time at a
well defined location (room). Tu he sure that the respective room will he availahle at the
scheduled time, a reservation entry, in some form of a meeting room calendar, is written
before the meeting starts. n i e time between the reservation and the meeting itself can vary
from short intervals. e.g., half an hour or a few hours, to very long pcriods, e.g., months.
In addition to 'one time events', meetings such as project meetings occur periodicaliy. To
Support these 'virtual meeting room' scenarios the resource reservation system must offer
mechanisms to reserve in advance the resources needed for the conference, i.e., certain
capacities of networks. routers, and end-system resources.
Resource Reservation in Advance (ReRA) is not only needed for conferencing but for
other scenarios such as video-on-demand as well. This resembles a video rental Scenario
where a User 'orders' a video for a specific time: for the video-on-demand system it
means that the resources necessary to retrieve, transfer and present the video have to be
reserved in advance, i.e., video Server, neiwork, router, and end-system resources. Further
application areas can also he found outside of typical multimedia applications, e.g., within
manufacturing process control systems (where time-critical data must he processed and
transmitted) or any kind of remote surgery in medicine. The need for ReRA has also heen
expressed by Degennark. et al., in 15, Page 41 as:
"Where resources are plentiful, not even immediate reservations may be necessary, hut
where resources are scarce enough to justify reservations at all, it makes sense to be able
to make them in advance."

1.2.

Conrerrts of this paper

We discuss a model for ReRA. identify the issues 10 he resolved and descrihe the design and
implementation of a resource management system offering ReRA funclionality. The paper
is organizedas follows: SectionZprovides adescription of acommon resource management
scheme and an according architecture. Section 3 introduces the notion of ReRA, the used
model, and characteristics of ReRA. Section 4 presents the architecture of a ReRA system
and some aspects of the prototype implementation. Related work is discussed in Section 5
hefore we conclude the paper.

2. Resouree management
In the following we describe the main issues of resource management relevant to the ReRA
scheme. F o r a more detailed view please refer to. for instance, [12, 19, and 211.
Any resource management component on each system which is pari of an application
must provide certain functionality for each "active" resource (i.e., CPU, network adapter):

.

Interpretation und tratislation of the application specified QoS in metrics applicable to
the affected resources.
Capaciq fest to check whether the available resource capacity (taking the existing reservations into account) is sufficient to handle the new request.
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QoS computation to calculate the possible periormance the resource can provide for the
new stream.
Resource reservation to reserve the required resource capacities.
Resource scheduling to periorm the scheduling of the resource during data processing
such that the QoS guarantees are satisfied.

..

Figure 1 illustrates how this functionality interact at two resource management phases. In
the set-up phase (also called 'QoS negotiation') applications specify their QoS requirements (e.g., throughput and delay). These Parameters are used for capacity lest and QoS
computation which finally results either in resource reservation or in rejection of the reservation attempt if the QoS cannot be met due to a lack 01resources. After the negotiation
phase has been successfully completed, in the data transmission phase, the resources used
to process the User data are scheduled with respect to the resemed resources (also called
'QoS enforcement').
In a ReRA system, the negotiation phase is not in close vicinity to the enforcement phase
and the resources are not reserved for immediate but for delayed use.
The resulting states for astreamare i d l e , n e g o t i a t e , e s t a b l i s h e d and a c t i v e
(see figure 2). During the set up of a stream, it changes due to a request from i d l e to
n e g o t i a t e . If the set up was successful ( a c c e p t e d hy the resourcemanagement system)

Figure I . Resource mmagemeni phases
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the stream is established which is in a non-ReRA system identically with active
(dashed box). In a ReRA System. both states musl be distinguished since negotiation and
usage can be potentially very distant.
To achieve QoS provision for adistributed multimediaapplication, resource management
is applied to all resources on the transmission and processing path, from the sending hast via
gateways or any other compuiers and networks to the receiving hast. Resource reservation
protocols such as ST-II[17] and its more recent version ST2+ 161. and RSVP 1221 offer the
functionality for QoS provision in distributed systems.
n i e local resource management system contains among others components for QoS interpretalion and translation, schedulability tests and the according scheduling mechanisms,
databases for available and reserved resources, monitor and regulator mechanisms to detect
and potentially enforce the characleristics of data streams. A simplified architeciure is
shown in figure 3.
Resource mservation in advance model and issues

3.

This section introduces the norion of ReRA. presents its basic ReRA model, and discusses
issues to be addresses by ReRA systems.

To distinguish ReRA schemes from other reservation schemes, e.g., existing reservation
techniques, we classify reservations based on two key faclors:

..

whether the resources are exploited at reservation time, and
whether the reservation duration is known at reservation time.

The most stringent use of resource management is in the domain of process and control
systems including embedded real-time systems. There. resources are reserved for the whole
active phase of such systems, i.e., for the lifetime. Changes can only be done at the initialization phase (and not at the actual run-time phase). nerefore we charactenze such
approaches as "static" (see figure 4) opposed to the dynamic approaches discussed in the
remaining of this Paper.
Traditional resource management sysrems (non-ReRA) assume that thr resources are
immediately used after they have been successfully reserved and no assumptions are made
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on the duration of thc reservations. A ReRA scheme, on the contrary, is characlerized
by deferred resource usage and reservations of known duration (which might possibly be
enlarged).
In case of immediate usage and known duraiion. both schemes can be realized. We
clarify this point at the end of this section, after introducing the ReRA model.
This leads to the simple matrix presented in Table I .
Tdle I .

Clwsihcation of reservation schemes.

I

Duration of reservation
Known

Dynmic "sage

Deferred

ReRA

Tradirional approaches

Immediate
Ststic U S B ~ C

Unknown

Unlirnited

duratian

3.2. Basic model
To provide an appropriate model for ReRA, we slart from the common reservation scenarios
of everyday life. In sueh seenarios, appropriateactions are required as pan of thereservation,
e.g., we have to speeify at what time and for how many persons we intend to reserve. Here,
we introduce a simple model to define these aetions and regulate the interaction between the
reservation requestor (i.e., the elientapplicationitselfora ReRAagenl aeting on behalf ofthe
application. cf. Section 4) and the service provider (e.g., network and server applieations).
The model is shown in figure 5.
The ReRa scheme consists of two parts:
resource reservation in advance;
usage of reserved resources.
In the first part of the ReRA scheme, the client issues a REQUEST and il specifies the nature
of its request by indicating how much of the resource capacities will have to be reserved
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for its application, i.e.. it gives a workload spec$cation. It also specifies the points in
time that define beginning and durafion of the reservation. The service provider may then
CONFIRM the reservation. As part of this confirmation, it possibly provides the client with
a reservation id~ntifierfor later client identification. This terminates the first part of the
ReRA scheme.
The second phase begins shortly before the client intends io exploit its reservation. The
client contacts the service provider to DEMAND the previously reserved resources. It may
be requested to show some form of identification, which the service provider will ACCEPT.
After receiving this acceptation, the client eventually exploits its reservation by making
USE of the reserved resources.
While a session is established, the participants may like to either finish earlier (than
previously reserved) or they may like to extend the time. The drop of the session before
the actual reservation time expires is what usually will happen, it is shown by the close
primitives in figure 5. The extension request is shown as a continue primitive which again
must be confirmed by the whole set of involved resources.
It is possible to further simplify this scheme by eliminating DEMAND and ACCEPT.
In this case. the client attempts direcily to make use of the allocated resources and client
identification can be associated with USE. However, we feel thai the scheme described in
figure 5 is more convenient because it provides for the management system the ability to
prepare the resource usage phase and generally allows for higher flexibility. For instance. it
is often necessary to change reservaiions at the very last moment. A common example is a
couple of unexpected guests for dinner making a larger table necessary. With the DEMAND
and ACCEPT scheme, DEMAND can be used to adjust reservations appropriately when
possible. Also, an explicit ACCEPTfrom the serviceprovider is desirable because it informs
the client that everything is set so that its requirements can be met.

In order to appropriately define a ReRA system, it is important to analyre the temporal
relationships among the events. Consider the events in figure 6.
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figure 6. ReRA madel temporal sequence.

In our view of a ReRA System, we assume thai the distance between tT and t„,r is short.
about the order of delay tolerated by Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). n i e same holds for
tdmdi txc and tkgi,. On the contrary. t„ and tkgin are possibly very distant, possibly in ihe
order of weeks or months. Let us call I the time interval between resource reservation and
exploitation:

When I is too small, making a ReRA reservation is pointless and a normal reservation
such [hat
scheme can be adopted. A ReRA sysiem may define a value for I, say ,.I,
requests with:
tbegi"

- Geq < Imin

are rejected because the overhead induced by the management of resources might otherwise
be too large. In the same way, an I„ value for I can bedefined to prevent applications 10
request their reservation long ahead of time, c.g., to prevent storing too much reservaiion
state. niese definitions help clarify Table 1 when both non-ReRA and ReRA are possible.
the .I, value can be used to decide which of the two schemes to adopt. However, if limits
for I are defined it must be considered that in the 'real' world we have the possibility
to specify exceptions, e.g., if hotel rooms for a large event can be reserved long time in
advance, similarly, it might be necessary to be able to reserve network and other system
resources for large events already long time in advance.
Instead of using single values for h e events, the use of intervals and a target value
within this interval is more general. For instance, instead of the single value tEq, the
t„.l„„]
and the according target value treq,targer
might be used. If a
interval [t„,„,ii.„,
ccrtain application will be mn periodically, e.g.. the video conference of the weekly project
meeting, it is useful to specify the reservation already as periodically.
All specified time values must beunambiguous within all components participating in the
provision of a distributed and KeRA supported application. Hence, absolutc time values,
based on synchronized and coordinated clocks must be used. The granularily of specified
times might be system dependent and influence the overhead incurred by the ReRA system.
As for 'real-world' reservations, we believc that intraducing a cenain granularity, e g . , a
virtual conferencing room is only reservable for one or several slices of 15 minutes, would
be acceptable to Users. If necessary. a distinction among 'close' and 'far away' events may
be added, e.g., for events starting soon the granularity might be set to one minute. for events
far in future it might be 30 minutes.
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3.4. Reservation duration

ReRA schemes require that the applications reserve resources over a certain time interval.
The problem is, it is difficult to prcdict in advance Iiow long some applications may need
their reservations. Inavideo-on-demand system. 11 is usually possible toforesee theduration
of amovie. Still, the User may increase this duration by pausing playout or even by stopping
and rewinding to watch his favorite sequence a second time. In the same way, meetings
take often longer than expected. Note that also shorter durations may he induced, e.g., by
skipping through movic sequences or hy rapidly adjourning a meeting.
When the actual duration does not correspond to the reservation. several issues arise:

.

if thc duration is shorrer, cxceeding resources should be tieed and made available for
other applications. In this case, resources are more likely to be made available for
immediate use and for traditional reservation requests thon for new ReRA requests,
because of the short notice (which is likely <I,.).
if the dlrration is longer, the system may or may not haie a sufiicient arnount of resoiirces
10 serve the application with its needed QoS. If enough resources are available, one
possibility is not to intempt lhe service and to provide the application with the means
to extend its previous reservation. If insufficiciit resources are available, the system may
still attempt to serve the application on a best-effort basis with adegradation in the QoS.

Means to extend a previous rcservatioii are desirable for a ReRA system, i.e., in addition
to the primitives discussed in Section 3.2 a CONTINUE primitive to enlarge an already
established reservation is necessary.
Sometimes, the delay can be foreseen, e.g., it becomes clear that the meeting will Lake
longer than expected. In such cases, it may be possihle to extend in advance. i.e.. beiore it expires, a previous reservation. This will only be successful if sufficient resources
are available, e.g., if no other reservation overlaps with the extended reservation. For the
prolongation of the reservation, we differentiatc two alternatives. (i) the management system informs the applicationluser that the reservation will expire and queries whether the
reservation should be extended or (ii) the application has complete responsihility about the
reservation state and must take appropriate action ro lengthen the reservation.
The ability to exlent reservations encourages applications not to book resources over too
long time intervals in order 10 he guaraiiteed against unpredicted longer durations. In a
cost-based ReRA system, this can also be imposed by adequate payment policies of the
associated reservation costs.
If it is known before the beginning of usage that the needed reservation duration is different to the originally specified length, the DEMAND mechanism can be used to adapt
the reservation 10 the required duration. If the duration shall be shortened. the reservation
requestor might be charged for preventing other reservations. For prolongation, the necessary resources might be unnvailoblc, howcver, due to thc earlier request, the risk is lower
than during the usage phase of a reservation.

The state diagram for non-ReKA streams as shown in figure 2 must be extended to allow for the reservation of resources in advance. That figure distinguishes already between
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Figure 7.

Extcnded stnte diagram for Avance reservnllnn wifh additional charvcte"srics and error conditions.

established and active which are identical in a non-ReRA system. Yet, this simple
extension falls short, e.g.. it does not provide the ability tu handle failure situations which
can occur hetween the reservation and the use of the resources which can be very distant
in a ReRA system. Yet, in the time between reservation and use, resource characteristics
and availahility mighi change. Therefore, additional states must be introduced as shown in
figure 7.
Theregular 'statecycle' consisting of idle, negotiate, establisned, active,
and ending is basically identically with the one described above. However. between
established and active time can pass and, hence, resource capacities might change
in such a way that the negotiated QoS can no longer be guaranteed. In that case, the stream
is still esiablished bui moved into the can't be met state; if later the capacity becomes
suficient again its state is changed back to es tablished. Otherwise, the application may
rcncgotiaie its resource requirements or close the stream. Serving an 'established' stream
with insufficient resourccs is not considercd as useful because then a stream without any
resource reservation can be used.
Thc timcly distinciion between the reservation and the use of resources implies that the
begin of the usage phase (marked by the use primitive) can occur before, at or after the
scheduled begin date. Therefore, three cases have to be distinguished:
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The use request is given too early. The stream is marked as 'in-use' and put into the
state early but not yet scheduled with real-time prioriry. Hence, it is served in a besteffort mode without any QoS guarantee. When the reserved time is reached (start)the
stream changes into the active state and it is scheduled with real-time pnority in order
to achieve the negotiated QoS.
The use request occurs exactly at the specified time. Then the stream changes directly
to the active state and is scheduled with real-time priority. This case is, depending on
the granularity of time measurement, the exception and not the regular case.
The use request Comes within the reserved time interval. From the beginning of the
reserved interval until the use request the stream is in the pending state from where
it ehanges to the active state. If the use never occurs (or oecurs very late, i.e., after
a specified 'reservation holding time') the reservation expires and the stream goes via
expired into the final idle state.

.

A certain time before the reservation ends the application can be notified by the system
about this coming event (and changes into the ending state). Hence, the application can
prolong and renegotiate the reservation.
3.6. Disiribution of announcemeni irformation
In addition to the information about stream characteristics which areexchanged via resource
reservation protocols such as RSVP and ST-11, information about the date of the stream and
even basically the knowledge about its existence time must he distributed as well. Such
information is today usually distributed via other means than the one later used for the
application, e.g., the invitation to join a multi-user phone conference is given to the potential
participants by contacting each Person independently via a point-10-point phone call.
Considering distributed multimedia applications, two different scenarios can be distinguished:
i

the sender of the data stream has complete knowledge about the set of receivers, i.e., their
identities,
the sender has no knowledge ahout the set of receivers, i.e., the sender knows neither
identity of receivers nor even whether anyone is listening.

The former scenario occurs inpoint-to-point communication or in multicast communication
using a sender oriented communication setup, this is the case, for instance, in ST-11. The
latter scenario is used in multicast communication where the receivers are not specified by
the sender and is typical for IP multicast communication.
In both cases, the human Users who will consume the presentation of the transmitted data
must he infomed about the intended transmission of themultimediadataand accept or reject
ihe stream. While it would be possihle, in the first scenario, to perform the announcement
phase together with the reservation attempt, it should be avoided. The reason is the severe
drawback that until the User decided ahout the delivery of the stream, the resources on the
complete path from the sender to the receiver must be set aside (for the future time frame)
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for the case that the receiver accepts the stream. Howcvcr, the reaction of the User might be
delayed for an unknown amount of time-the User might even not be at the Computer for
days or weeks, e.g., during business trips or vacations. Keeping resources reserved for such
a long time can lead to rejected reservation attempts for other applications even if finally
the user decides not to receive the stream and, therefore, available resources at the time the
other applications intended to run. Additionally. it complicates the implementation of the
ReRA components and the recovery from system failures. Altogether, it becomes clear
that a distinction into the arinouncemeiir of the data stream and ReRA for that stream is
necessary.
The information about thcse announcements can be handled by a 'user agent' which is
similar to the User agent of a mail system. It provides the interface for the User to handle
resource reservations in advance. An incoming invitation to a multimedia application (to
be started sometime in the future) is presented to the User who can acknowledge or reiect
the invitation. Using this agent, users can also start reservation attempts themselves. n i e
User agent should provide the ability to start automatically the application at ihe time the
data stream has been scheduled, i.e., just before the conference begins.

For the handling of failures, we must distinguish when the failure occurs:
during the negotiation and reservation,
after the reservation. but before the usage (between REQUEST and USE), or
during the usage phase.

.

The first and the last case is not different from failures within traditional reservation-based
Systems. The second case. however, requires special attention since it was not present in
non-ReRA systems.
The reservation state information stored at nodes might be needed for long lasting time
periods. State inforrnation must be stored in siable Storage not only to protect against failures. but also since any node may be restarted between REQUEST and USE also regularly,
e.g., for maintenance.
In opposite to failures occurring during data transmission, no client is running when a
node notices a Iailure. The failure itself might, however, not be detected at the biling node
but only at a neighbor which has only partial inforrnation about the reservation slate stored
at the node. Means to inform the clients explicitly about the failure situation and whether
it can be resolved in time must be provided, respectively the application must be able to
query the correctness and availability of the reservation before it starts its usage phase.
Applications which have been written for a scenario where resource reservation is done
but which arc not aware [hat they are running within a ReRA system might encounter
during their resource reservation usage phase the additional problem that the resources
are not available as expected. This can occur if the application is early and wants to
use resources beforr the reserved time interval or if the reservation interval ends and the
application continues to use the resources, e.g., if a video conference lasts longer than

1
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originally scheduled. In the first case, the application is served an a best-effon basis until
the begin time of its reservation, hence, the perceived QoS might be low. In our system,
the application is informed about this situation by an according flag in the acknowledgment
of the allocation. In the second case, the resource reservation ends and the application is
served from that time with a best-effort mode only. Yet, the system offers the ability to
inform the application before the reservation ends (state n o t i f y in figure 7). Then the
application can extend the reservation if necessary. This functionality will lead to optimistic
reservations, i.e., an application will usually reserve for light bounds and not necessarily
reserve for a surplus of time. Service provider ean even foster such a reservation behavior
(which is desirable for them) by offering bettet rates for such reservations.
If an application which reserved resources in advance fails to stan and hence does not
use the reservation, the service provider will probably nevertheless charge the application
(resp. its user) somehow because the resources have not been availablefor other applications
whose reservation attempts might have been rejected. This is similar to reserved but not
used hotel rooms, etc. In order 10 reduce the effect, a time after which reserved resources
are made available 10 other applications is defined. The state e x p i r e d is introduced for
this purpose.

3.8. Managemenr of the resource pool
It is not possible for all applications to know in advance their duration, e.g., video conferences. For other applications, it is not possible to determine (lang enough in advance) when
they will run. nerefore. advance reservations and immediate reservations must coexist.
Advance reservations may block immediate reservations if both are served from the same
pool of resources (see figure 8). This blocking can occur if at a.later time all resources
are reserved by advance reservations. The reason is that since the duration of an immediate
reservation is unknown. it must not overlap with any existing advance reservation. Hence,
the reservation is rejected despite all needed resources may he available. The same applies
to advance reservations. They are rejected if existing reservations (immediate and advance)
use all resources, since immediate reservations can last for undefined time.
This blocking problem ean only be solved by splitting the available resources among the
parl
two reservation styles. A simple scheme would be to use fixed-sized partitions-ne
usage
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is used for immediate, the other for advance reservations. However. it is nearly impossible
to find partition sizes which sarisfy the reservation needs over a longer interval for varying
requirements. Thus. partitions with floating boundaries must be used, to avoid that one
partition becomes empty (and the other contains all resources) watet marks for minimum
values are needed.
In figure 8, an example for the use of resources is illustrated. For the intervals ti-14
and t5-ts advance reservations have been Set. As can be seen. advance and immediate
reservations hlock each other. The dashed part could be reserved as advance reservation
but it cannot be reserved as immediate reservation because its duration is unknown.
Instead of using only two partitions, one for immediate and one for advance reservations,
more partitions for advance reservations can be used to distinguish among shon and longterm reservations.
4.

Architecture for resource reservation in advance

Now we describe the architecture of our ReRA system and some aspects of its prototypical
implementation.

4.1. Management of resen'arions
To allow for reservations in advance, the time axis is divided into slices. Within each slice a
cenain Set of reservations exists and lhere is no change of this Set or of the QoS parameters
of these reservations, i.e., the reservation state is stable within each slice and changes only
at the houndaries (as described in [9]).Thus. theresource management system has a similar
view as before: at a certain point in time (in a time slice) a fixed Set of reservations with
fixed QoS exist corresponding to a tixed resource utilization and free resource capacity.
This view changes only if new reservations are established or existing ones end. Therefore,
the following components of the resource management system need modification:
The interfaceof theresource management system needs in addition !o the QoS parameters
now also specifications of the time parameters (begin and duration).
These time values must also be contained in the flow specification distributed via the
resource reservation protocols to all affected network nodes.
The database of existing reservations must represent the time siices. For each time the
Set of existing resp. reserved streams with their QoS parameters and the free resources
must be known.
The resource management algorithms must take the time parameters into account.
Additional failure handling mechanisms and means to save state information in permanent Storage are necessary.

.
.
..

Furthermore, the reservation protocols must be enhanced. New PDU types to Support the
additional states and transitions (e.g.. USE explained in Section 3.2) and to handle failure
situations and notify neighbor nodes about such are needed.

I
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I Time Slice:
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Data structures for management of time sliccs (lefl) and reservations (righr).

Figure 9 illustrates the data struclures for the management of time slices (left side) and
for reservations (right side). Information for all slices is kept in a list so that Splitting a
slice orjoining adjacent slices is simple. For each slice the information about its beginning
and its end, the amount of resources (available, reserved, and allocated) and the identifiers of set reservations are stored. Binding available resources to time slices allows the
change of resource capacities over time. By keeping separately track about reserved and
allocated resources provides the possibility to distinguish between established, activc and
not serviceable reservations (cf. state diagram in Section 3.5).
The list for all reservations conlains one entry per reservation where a list of times, the
(potentially varying) QoS within this time, and the corresponding resource load is stored.
The data structures for the management of the resources hold information about the
used scheduling algorithm, the amount of resources to be managed and further Parameters
affecting the schedulability lest (e.g., the maximum packet size for a transport system).
This provides for the check whether sufficient resources are available for a new stream.

4.2. Management of resources characterisrics

I
1

!

The usable capacity of a resource can vary within a long time interval, for instance, due
to necessary maintenance work only parts of the full capacity, e.g., in a network, might
be available. Therefore, a system component independent of the reservalion management
should exist which keeps track of thecapacities and characteristics of the managed resources.
The time of the reservation of resources does not necessarily coincide with the beginning of the usage phase, hence, the reserving application is in the mean time usually not
active and reachable. Thus, in case of changes, another instance must be available which
can implement corresponding reactions. ?bis part can be taken over by the reservation
management-it is informed about resource capacity changes and checks then whether all
active and reserved streams can still be served. If the available resources are not sufficient
to serve all these streams. some of the sttcams must be modified. For active streams. the
application can be informed, whereas for reserved but not yet active streams, the application might not be reachable now. It will be informed about the changed situation when it
contacts the reservation management, i.e., when it wants to use the reserved resources.
The introduction of components for resource dependent functions, i.e., for capacity
determination and for mapping between QoS and resource load, generally provides for
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independence OS the reservation management from the actual resources and the usage scenario of the reservation system. Complete independence is not possible, since several policy
decisions implied by the usage scenario must be taken by the reservation management. e.g.,
the decision which reservations are marked as c a n ' t be met in case OS resource capacity reduction. Further, the workload model has impact on the behavior of the resource and
the used scheduling algorithm influences the maximum resource utilization (cf. [ I I]) and
hence the amount OS available resources.
4.3.

Nofificarion componenf

The reservation management should be designed as general as possible and independent
of resource and application specific details. In the last subsection this led already to the
distinction between management of reservations and resources. To allow Sor independence
from applications and reservation protocols, an additional component is introduced. This
notification component accepts 'sign in' and 'sign out' of an application and hence knows
whether the initiator of a reservation can be reached. Further, it informs an application in
case that the state of one of its reserved streams changes, e.g., time controlled or due to
resourcechanges. Whether this notification of the application by the notification component
occurs immediately or delayed depends on thereachability of the application which is known
by the notification component due to the 'sign in' and 'sign out' operations.
Some applications might not be aware of the notification mechanisrn, hence, it cannot
be mandatory. Applications can specify that they Want to be informed about state changes
and which state changes should be traced.
4.4.

User agenl

A User agent is introduced to allow the User to coordinate its work flow with the use of

certain applications. The User agent, similar to a calendar and comparable to a mail User
agent, provides ihe ability for a User to make reservations for a specified time interval
and to visualize statistical information about the reservations stored within the resource
management system, for example to find out the best time interval for a new reservation.
Another task of the User agent is to control the state of existing reservations: Can a
reservation still be served? Ti11 when will the failure be repaired? Could the strearn be
served with lower QoS? Another useful feature is thedetection of the start time of the usage
duration and the automatic start of the application which serves also as reminder.
The User agent is additionally the component which receives announcements about events
such as conferences from other Users. It notifies the User about that event who can then
decide to accept ihe invitation and participate in the event. Froni the information given
inside the announcement, the User agent should be able to deduce an according reservation.
4.5.

Annouricrmerif sy.vfem

The User agent integrates the announcenient service into the reservation system. The characteristics of the event such as date, duration, required QoS and additional information such
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as agenda, contact Person, participants, etc.. are specified via the reservation tool and made
available with its help to the other users, e.g.. the participants of a conference call or all
interested persons in case of public events.
Using their User agents, other users can search in public databases containing event announcements and perform reservations with database provided information for the events
which are of inlerest to them. Such databases can be compared to magazines or announcement boards.
For private events, the number of interested persons is usually limited (confidential information) or the interest is geographically concentraied (local announcements). Tlerefore.
the announcement can be sent to each interested party personally via email.
The architecture of the announcement system is illustrated in figure 10. The 'announcement & reservation tool' is used to specify the event characteristics. Then the event is either
announced in a publically available database or the announcement is packaged into a form
and send via email to the participants.
Users search for public events in the databases. Private announcements are taken and
filtered from their incoming mailbox and put into a separate box which is checked periodically by the reservation tool. Then the User only has to accept or reject the invitation to
join the announced event. In future, the announcement generation and processing might be
integrated into calendar and groupware applications.

4.6. Overall architecture

Tbe described components interact as illustrated in figure 11. Tbe central part is the reservation management which uses the databases holding the information about the resource
characterisiics and the usage of resources over time intervals. Tbe resource database keeps
information about the resource capacities for every point in time. The reservation database
stores for every time interval the information about existing streams and their resource
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F i p r e 11. Architecture of a ReRA resource managemnt system.

load and also about the available resources in that interval. With this information, the
schedulability test can decide whether a new request can he satisfied.
In case of a change of a time interval (a new time slice starts), the resource scheduler
gets information ahout all active streams and their priorities. Based on this, it enforces the
QoS by appropriate dispatching.
The mapping between QoS parameters and resource requirements must be done before
the schedulability test can decide whether to accept or reject a request. This mapping is
done within aresource-specific component which also keeps track ahout changes of resource
capacity and characterisiics.
The notification component offers the interface to the using system by accepting ihe
Service requests from applications. Resource requesis and also requests for slatistical
information (e.g., state of a reserved stream, available resource capacity within a certain time
interval) are forwarded to the reservation management. The resource reservation requests
come from a local application, from the protocol engine of a resource reservation protocol,
e.g., RSVP or ST-11, or from the User agent.
The User agent is only a ReRA application, reservations performed via the agent cannoi
be distinguished from applications made by other applications. The difference is outside
of the RMS. A 'normal' application reserves resources for a particular work effon and
duration, the User reserves in order to have needed resources availahle at a certain time for
his task (then means to hand over the reservation to an applicaiion are needed).
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The User agent offers an interface to the announcement database. It can be used ta
announce own events and perform queries of announced events. If a User schedules an event
such as a conference call, he must inform the other participants about the beginning and
duration of the event and must aIso provide information about the required QoS Parameters.
Additional information such as topiclagenda. participants. etc., is useful. Some events such
as conferences or lectures will be public, others such as conference calls are private. The
announcemenis of public events are stored in public databases where the Users can perform
the above meniioned queries.
For system administration purposes. a SNMP (or CMIP) agent should be attached to the
RMS as indicated by the dashed lines and box on the right side OS figure I I. Administration would also be possible via the regular interface through the notification component,
however, because of standardization and security reasons a separate interface is preferable.
For instance, any User should only be able to retrieve information about hisher personal
reservations and anonymous information about the rest. However, system adminisirators
need access to all reservation information.

4.7

Implemenration decisions

We decided to place no limii on the period of time for reservations in advance and that no
minimum interval beiween reservation and usage is neeessary.
At stream establishment time only one QoS which is valid for the whole interval can be
given; however. during renegotiations the interval boundaries can be changed and parts of
the reserved interval can get a different QoS. Additionally, time intervals directly following
the current reservation can be reserved 10 extend the overall stream duration. This both
allows for the adaptation to changing requirements and considers the dynamic character
of future applications. Alternatively. it could have been implemented that at Set-up time
several intervals with varying QoS might be specified, yet, we felt that such afeature would
be seldomly used and hence did not justify the induced overhead.
We Support only two partitions. one for immediate reservations, the other for advance
reservations. The boundary beiween them can be changed. The watermarksof the partitions
are fixed inside the reservation management.
The state of the RMS about reservations, etc., must be saved in permanent Storage to
provide means for failure recovery and for shutdowns before maintenance operations. In
our prototype. its state is only saved either as part of its shutdown or on request via an API
call provided for that purpose. This must bc enhanced for a production system so that the
state is either saved periodically or in case of state changes.
If a capacity reduction occurs so that not all established reservations can be served
anymore then the reservations which are farest in the future are marked as can' t be met
first. If later the resources are again sufiicient to serve reservaiions which have been marked
as can' t be met then the reservations which are closed to iheir stan will be reactivated
hrst. This straight-forward approach tries to keep the currently active streams serviceable
and to move the resource allocation for not active streams so far that they might become
serviceable due to releaie of resources by currently active streams. Priorities might be
added as further decision criterion in the future.
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4.8. Module structure

The ReRA RMS Prototype is implemented as a server (iigure 12). The server stub calls
functions of the notification component which communicates with the reservation management. The latter uses the services of the resource management component and loads the information about streams and their priorities into the scheduler when a new time slice begins.
The ReRA library on the client side offers APIs to Set-up, to allocate, or to free reservations, to renegotiate QoS or reservation duration, to retneve state and also statistical
information. and to register for and perform functions of ihe notification Service.

Figure 13 shows a screen shot of the user agent as user interface 10 the management component. The venical axis is divided into areas for announcements, for reservations, and for
statistical information ahout the resource usage. Additionally, menus for the announcements
and reservations (generation. query. control, ...) are present on the screen.
Private and public announcement are kept separately and are not displayed ai the Same
time, yet, the user can toggle between them. Own, new announcements are generated by
filling in a form.
The list of reservations contains two immediate and one advance reservation. The statistics area illustrates the corresponding resource utilization. The immediate reservations occurred within a short time interval leading to the first two steps on the left side. The time
of the release of the resources is unknown. hence. the utilization does not drop below that
value. The advance reservation increases the resource utilization after several time ticks.
Its duration is known in advance (leading to the displayed 'drop' after some time).
5.

Related work

In the last few years, several publications detailed the need for ReRA and discussed some
ideas on appropriate mechanisms: the necessity for ReRA has become evident. However,
to our knowledge only liitle work has been performed on that subject yet.
Roberts and Liao present in [ 151 a maihematical model for a reservation process and calculate the capacity requirements of video-conference networh in order to avoid bottlenecks
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and severe resource contention. This work is directed towards the (at the time of that article) upcoming ISDN networks. Hence, its applicability to computer-based multimedia
Systems is somewhat limited due to the different application and usage characteristics and
the restricted system environment.
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Ferrari et al., are among the pioneers who notice in [81 [hat RcRA is a useful concept.
They dcscribe the parameters for the stari and duration of areservation. They also discuss
that the resource management system (only considering the network but not any other
resources such as crucial resources involved in the processing within a video-on-demand
Server) must verify that a client does not exceed the time interval granted tu him. Neither
further requirements of RcRA nor design aspects are described in more detail.
Campbell et al., describe in [2] their Quality of Service Architecture and specify start
and end time parariieters for 'forwnrd reservations', however, they also state that these
parameters have been omitted and remain for further study.
Chang presents in (31 a scheduling scrvice based on the telephone system as basic model:
Conferences are set up via a special service offered by a (phone system) service provider.
I h e work describes a prugraiiiriiing intcrface which offers functions for the creation and
deletion of conferences ( c o n f e r e n c e . s c h e d u l e ( i resp. c o n f e r e n c e _ c a n c e l ( ) ) as
well as for announcement ufnew confcrcnccs (conference-announcement I) ) and for
searching ( c o n f e r e n c e - s e a r c h ( ) ) of created conferences. It is proposed to use X.500
lor the provision of this Iuiiction. Chang identifies ( I ) that the scheduler components of a
resource management system can be kept unchanged and (2) that the reservation database
and the schedulability test algorithms must be changed in order to take the time parameters
into account. However. it is not discussed how this can be dune. In Chang's work, all
reservation requests must contaiii iiiformation about begin and duration of the reservation.
yet it is not described what happens if a conference lasts langer than specified.
Reinhardt gives in [I31 a straight-furward extcnsion of the resource reservation protocol
ST-II[17] to exchange (within the fiow specification) the necessary infonnation about start
and end time of a reservation in advance aiid describcs some problems to be solved within
ReRA. In [ 141, he discusses application classes which can make use of ReRA and evaluates
the resource reservation protocols ST-I1 and RSVP with rcspect to their suitability to reserve
i-esources in advance. However, no general model ispresented.
The NOSSDAV 1995 workshop coiitaiiied three papcrs about ReRA [5. 9, 201. Ferrari
et al., from the Tenet group at the University of Berkeley describe in [9] a scheme for
advance reservations ofreal-time eonnectiuiis without agcncral xchitecture. They present
methods for connection establishment where the usage duration must only be stated by
advance reservations; 'immediate channels' are establishcd for an undetermined amnunt
oi' time. To avoid conflicts with advance reservations (resources already reserved for the
latter cannot be used for reservations of unknuwii duration sincc then no guarantee about
the availability of these resources can be given) the resources are partitioned into separate
areas for immediate and for advance reservations. The boundmy bctwcen the areas can be
varied within certain constraints (watermarks). n e authors developed also a mechanism
to manage effectively the table of all Set advance reservations by dividing the time into
intervals which describe regions of constant resource availability.
Degerrnark et al., show in 151 an extension of tlie admission control algorithm for predicted service suggested by Jamin et al. [IO] and C l x k et al. [ 4 ] Furthermore. they discuss
briefly how such a service can be implarnznted using RSVP [22] by periodically repeating
RSVPs PATH and RESERVATION messages (already in advance tu Set up and keep the
reservation state) and adding time parameters tu the flow specification. A general model or
architecture is not presented in their work.
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Wolf et al., present in C201 a model for resource resewalion in advance. In that Paper,
tlie issues to be resolved in resource reservation in advance systems have been discussed
and it has been shown how the resource reservation in advance scheme can be ernbcdded
in a general architecture. This was the initial work which has been enhanced since then to
serve as a basis for this publication. Many of these initial ideas have Iieen refined during
the design and implementation of the architecture with its prototype presented in Section 4.

6.

Conclusions

While current resource rnanagement systems provide mechanisms which offer reliability
with respect to QoS, thisis notsufficient sincemany wellestablished application scenarios.
e.g., from the cooperative work area. are not well supported. Only with the adveni of ReRA
mechanisms several cooperative work applications will be accepted in our daily life.
ReRA is rnore than a simple extension of cunent resource reservation systems. As part
of the development of ReRA systems, several issues must be attacked: The integration of
current rcservation schsnies with ReRA requires resource partitioning methods. Applications must be offered a variety of mechanisms to prolong and adapt resewations. Failure
handlingraises difficult questions and rnust becarefully integrated into the system architecture. The provision of reservation mechanisms remains io be only one issue of a complelc
ReRA system. Agents to interact with the User, for reservation request generation as well
as for the presentation and handling of incoming invitations, are neccssary.
We presented an architecture which addresses such issues and offers suitable ReRA
functionality. Our irnplementation shows tliat it is possible to provide ReRA capabilities to
time constrained multimedia applications.
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